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Define Phase
1.Select Output Objective

Goal for Degreed/Specialized Positions = 45 to 60-days
Currently averaging 45.773 days
Goal for Non-Degreed/Specialized Positions = 30 days
Currently averaging 43.153 days
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Define Phase
2. Define Performance Standards
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Measure Phase
3. Establish Baseline Capability

Out of 59
possible
non-degreed
positions
that were
filled, 21
exceeded
the
maximum
goal of 30days from
the time the
position was
posted until
a job offer
was made,
or 35.6%
were
“defective”.
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Measure Phase
4. Define Performance Objectives

The initial goal is to reduce the defect level from a current rate of over 35% to no more than 10%.
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Measure Phase
5. Identify Variation Sources
Requisition
Received @
Reception

HR
Representative
signs off on
requisition

Receptionist Date
Stamps
Requisition

Receptionist Logs
Requisition into
HR Desk

Go to P: Job
Descriptions to
search for most
recent version of
job posting, if
available

Compare
JDQ/JEM to job
description, and
update posting to
match JDQ/JEM

Email sample
posting to hiring
manager for
review

Receptionist
Records
Benchmark
Posting Date on
Requisition

Receptionist
Records HR Desk
Ticket Number on
Requisition

Retrieve
Requisition(s)
from Reception
Desk for
Processing

Receptionist
Notifies Me to Pick
up Requisition(s)

Record
Authorized
Position Number
on Requisition

Pull JDQ and JEM
from filing cabinet
in my office

Using H.T.E.,
verify all fields on
Requisition are
completed
correctly

Confirm in Position
Control that
authorization is
"open" and not
"filled" or "frozen"

Using Position
Control to verify
what authorized
position is being
filled

If filled or frozen,
STOP

Take requisition
to City Manager's
Office

Email receptionist
to notify of new
posting, including
which KL/DL to
copy of qualified
applications

Review requisition
with HR Director

After HR Director
has signed, give
requisition to City
Manager's
Secretary

Obtain HR
Director's signed
authorization on
requisition

Create file label
for requisition file,
and file in cabinet
in my office

Update
PowerPoint of
Channel 3 Job
Listings and email
to
Communications

CM Secretary
presents
requisition to CM
for approval

Print hard copy of
job description
and post on job
board in City Hall

Obtain CM's
signed
authorization on
requisition

CM Secretary
notifies me that
requisition is
ready for pick up

Once approval of
posting received
from hiring
manager, go to
Applicant Tracking
to post position
online

Go to CMO to pick
up fully executed
requisitions and
bring back to my
office

Save scanned
requisition to
appropriate
departmental
folder within W:
Requisitions: F/Y
11-12 folder

Scan fully
executed
requisition

If hiring manager
has not yet
approved
posting, STOP

Go to Applicant
Tracking and
dowload
applications

Convert
application to PDF
and save to W:
Applications

Review
application for
completeness

Email applicant to
complete
application and
resubmit

If incomplete, put
on HOLD

If complete,
qualify

Compare
applicant's
experience &
education to
minimum
requirements on
posting

If MQ, email
applicant and BCC
Hiring
manager/DL

Determine if MQ
or DNMQ

If DNMQ, email
applicant

Move application
to departmental
folder under W:
Applications

The process has been mapped out to the point where qualified applications are emailed to the
respective hiring manager for review. Our next phase of the project will involve incorporating
managers from various departments to map out their respective processes, so we can ultimately
streamline the entire process from the posting of the requisition through the making of a job offer.
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Analyze Phase
6. Identify Potential Leverage Variables

We initially targeted three (3) departments that do a
considerable amount of hiring of unskilled workers.
This Process Map outlines the method Kevin Olson
was utilizing for screening candidates during the
application process.
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Analyze Phase
7. Identify Potential Leverage Variables

This process map identifies how Jimmie Johnson
was approaching the review of applications, in
contrast to Kevin’s approach in some respects.
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Analyze Phase
8. Identify Potential Leverage Variables

The final process we reviewed for potential
variables was that of the Parks Department,
under Stephanie Rollings.
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Improve Phase
9. Implement Improvements

By streamlining the process and holding
applications until the applicant answers
the pre-screening questions, we
reduce the amount of time the
departments spend on
preliminary review of applications.
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Improve Phase
10. Implement Improvements

Process improvements reduced the mean from 43.153-days to 19.214-days, well within the goal of 30-days.
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Improve Phase
11. Implement Improvements

Out of 14
possible
unskilled
positions that
were filled
during the
implementation
period, only 1
exceeded the
maximum goal
of 30-days from
the time the
position was
posted until a
job offer was
made, reducing
the “defective”
rate to only
7.1%, which is
within the
defined goal of
less than 10%.
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Control Phase
12. Implement Process Controls
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Next Steps

• Schedule additional supervisor training at City U to roll out new requisition
process.
• Continue to monitor the process to gauge future success and to ensure that
we avoid regression.
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